TOP 5 RESTAURANT GEMS CLOSE TO CAMPUS

These restaurants are close to campus, budget friendly, have great food, and are not large chains. Here is the Top 5, in no particular order. Enjoy! - Political Science Ph.D. Candidate, Kate Eugenis

1. La Parilla: The Lab
(SE corner of Eastern and Flamingo)
It's a little tucked away (and the furthest from campus on the list), but they serve really unique and delicious burgers. The chips and salsa are amazing!

2. Pho Thanh Huong
(SW corner of Maryland and Tropicana)
There are several places to get Vietnamese pho and banh mi sandwiches close to campus, but this is by far the best. The food portions are generous and the prices are great for a college budget!

3. Dog Haus
(NW corner of Swenson and Harmon)
Can you go wrong with hot dogs/ sausage/ bratwurst smothered with chili and assorted other toppings? No. The answer is no.

4. Yama Sushi
(NE corner of Maryland and Flamingo)
Possibly the freshest sushi in Vegas, but if you come on the weekend be prepared to wait because the restaurant is beyond tiny and word is starting to get out.

5. Breakfast & Grill Cafe
(S of Harmon on Maryland - across from student union)
The newest and most affordable place on the list, the Breakfast & Grill Cafe serves all-day breakfast, lunch, and dinner. It's fast, good, and well-priced - a perfect between-class getaway when the SU is packed!